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2020.12.10 MINUTES OF MEETING  
Colerne Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group 

Held via ZOOM 

 

Time  Location Via Zoom 

Present Steve Ayres (SA) 
Jacqui Bradburn (JB) 
George Batterham (GeB) 
Hilary Holman (HH) 
Peter Mellett (PM) 
Jane Mellett (JM) 
Bob Jones (RJ) 
Sue Jones (SJ) 
Bob Child(BC) 

Apologies  
 
Anne Nicholas (AN) 
Mary Mellett (MM) 
 

Next Meeting To be decided, day time, depending 
on meeting with Henning Totz 
Via ZOOM  

Chair: 
Recorded via 

zoom: 

Jane Mellett 
 

Agenda Item 
1.  Apologies (above) 
2. Minutes of last Meeting  
3. Matters Arising 
4. Closure of Consultation  
- Thoughts on process 
- Management of Response 
5. Finance update. 
5. Date of Next Meeting 

2. Minutes of Last Meeting - Approved  

3.  Matters Arising:  
Timeline from last meeting for info. 
 

TIMELINE for remainder of process 

10th Sept --------20th Sept---------10th October-----------5th December----Jan---May 
Parish Mag        “what’s in the Plan”     Consultation Launch             close             Revamp 

SG meeting -       leaflet to Mag                  November                     consultation        completed 

to agree Wording                                        4 booked webinars              Submission to WC for Reg16 

and further meeting                                                        8 weeks                           WC send to  

To sign off final docs for                                                                                          Inspector 

publication on Website(?1st Oct) 

                                                                                                                          March/April-Accepted 
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                                                                                                                         by WC for Referendum 

4. Closure of Consultation 
Thoughts on Consultation process.i) (collation of general comments throughout 
the meeting) 
 
-There is an overwhelming quantity of words from the community responses 
which will require some careful organising, highlighting the key issues that 
relate to the NP. The Zoom meetings and the written responses reflect a good 
range of people from the parish. 
-The Local Authority response via Henning is detailed and offers advice for 
improvement. This effectively gives us a worksheet to initially follow. Henning 
is also offering input to support us. 
-The response from Carter Jonas is a useful benchmark for gauging any 
weaknesses in our plan. George pointed out how they showed up 
weaknesses in our lack of development land for housing numbers of 80. But 
NB. The LA Local Plan is now recommending 40 as our housing development 
number. However, the one point we were uniformly in agreement over in the 
Vision was the Green Corridor. Hence we  need to put more work into our 
arguments for that. 
- Jeff Bishop has provided us with annotated comments for the LA response, 
Carter Jonas and the DIO responses. Most useful. 
- Jane will send all SG members the notes from the first three Zoom 
meetings. 
 
Slaughterford responses will be separated out and dealt with as a specific 
item. There were two Zoom meetings resulting in rewrites of the Slaughterford 
site entry. 
SA asked if the response from the LA was ok/normal? JM replied that JB has shown 
agreement with many of their comments and the only thing which really went wrong 
with our draft was the AECOM Habitat Regulation Assessment, which the LA ecology 
officer considers inadequate and incorrect in places. Some room for improvement 
and pleas to make the Plan shorter, but generally good. 
Bob J noted that both Henning and Carter Jonas spoke positively re the Concept 
Statement, so Steve’s work there was good. 
The WIX response page has now been taken down and any late responses can 
come via Jane’s email on the website. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
JM 

4 ii). How to manage our response. 

a) It was agreed that the Community written responses will be processed and sorted 
via an excel spreadsheet.  Thereafter the SG can consider how to respond, giving 
each point equal attention. Slaughterford responses ditto but separate. 

b)It was agreed that, excluding the recommendation re restructuring, the LA 
response via Henning can be broken down into two categories A: Edits  ; B: New 
Issues to be addressed or reworking/evidence checking. Bob to go through it 
categorising the comments for action. 

c) Design Statement inconsistencies, check out “permitted developments” and cross 
reference with the Policies; How to positively encourage improvements to buildings 
whilst also safeguarding the environment? 

d) Response to climate change - improvement of policies re sustainability - energy 
reduction, retrofitting, sustainable building, energy production - using advice from 
LA’s points. To invite Clive Spencer to join in this and George to act as a consultant 

MM & PM 
 
 
 
 
 
RJ 
 
 
 
JM & HH 
 
 
SA,GeB, 
CS 
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for Steve who will lead this. 

e) Maps - to be referenced as suggested by LA, plus glossary and bibliography for 
the whole.  

f) Health and Wellbeing/recreation and access for cycling/walking.Following on from 
one Zoom meeting and written responses, it is clear that we have underplayed our 
proposals for the green belt field next to the Firs. There is potential to use this site, 
integrated with the existing rec to create a mixed community environment for leisure 
and wellbeing. This would then meet the suggested omissions from the LA. 
 
g) Plan Section6 /housing numbers and Buffer zone. This whole section needs 
addressing in the context of Henning’s feedback and Carter Jonas’ arguments re 
north of the C151 revealing its weak spots. 
 
h) Historic and archaeological records - local - to follow up local evidence 
recommended by Henning with particular ref to North of C151. 

BC & MM 
 
 
 
 
?JM and 
others after 
com resp 
processed. 
 
 
SJ & RJ 
 
JB 

 Working documents 
a) It was agreed we should all use theV11 google docs version, incorporating Hilary’s 
final edits to that...This to become V12 - simply a working document for us all to start 
with. Ultimately Bob Jones will again become our chief editor. Jane to circulate this to 
all together with detailed brief for each task to be worked on up till the next meeting 
in January. 
b) Jane to fix a meeting with Henning for New Year. To include Jeff. Purpose, to go 
through the WC comments and clarify questions raised by that which Bob Jones will 
also tease out in his work prior to that. Thereafter, we will have further tasks to be 
worked on. 
c)There was concern about the LA’s feedback on the Thickwood site. Jane to phone 
Tom Hall with this feedback and ascertain whether he has already obtained any info 
from highways re access to this site and if not his willingness, as the site promoter, to 
follow this up with Highways. 

HH & RJ 
 
 
 
JM 
 
JM 
 
 
 
JM 
TH 

4.  Finance – update from Hilary. 

The AECOM reports were not paid for from the Locality grant, but were free to us 
from Locality as a NP group. 

Hilary has had no recent invoices from Jeff B. We understand he is still completing 
previously funded hours, but thereafter we have 4 days equivalent finance set aside 
for his input post Reg 14. 

Currently, we do not have funding to deal with any problems post the Inspector. 

 

5. 
 
 
 

MEETING WITH HENNING FIXED FOR 11am Tuesday 12th January, 2021. 
 
NEXT MEETING of SG:- 2pm Thursday 14th via Zoom (provisional) 

NB ALL 


